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Abstract: This paper investigates key determinants of business performance in China’s video industry
in the era of digital convergence. Specifically, we analyze China’s OTT (over-the-top) service providers
and cable operators based on the perspective of an industry platform, which acts as the core module
of a business ecosystem and is capable of facilitating and coordinating interdependence among
different agents. Panel data models are established to empirically explore what factors impact the
performance of these two types of players. The findings demonstrate that both platform use and the
size of an installed base are crucial for the determinants of the performance of OTT service providers
and cable operators. An online video platform can also benefit from an increasing proportion of
mobile viewers by implementing a multi-screen strategy. Further, an OTT service provider can
profit from the interaction between its installed base and UGC (user-generated content), while cable
operators can take advantage of positive feedback between their demand side and supply side.
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1. Introduction

Since the 1990s, some sectors in the information and communication technology (ICT) industry
have been undergoing convergence worldwide. This is an ongoing process ranging from technology
convergence to industry convergence [1]. At the stage of industry convergence, firms from
previously-distinct industries may compete on a new common playground that changes rapidly,
blurring market boundaries and reshaping the market structure of related industries [2,3]. Specifically,
the video industry has experienced critical changes in last decade, with a large number of novel
technologies and new agents, and shorter life cycles [4]. In this respect, assuring performance
sustainability is becoming harder and depends on reaching a solid competitive advantage during
the technological battles [5,6]. However, these battles are increasingly challenging and firms are not
always able to identify how to overtake their competitors, as in previous video display competitions [7].
Thus, new entrants and established firms both face the challenge of identifying how to achieve a
competitive advantage.

In this respect, an important question arises: what are the key determinants of business
performance for different firms in the video industry? There have been a number of studies of the
industry platform competition between established firms and new entrants [8,9]. Industry platforms,
which can be products, services, or technologies, serve as foundations upon which a large number of
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agents can make complementary innovations or transactions [10,11]. A firm that provides an industry
platform can build a platform-centric ecosystem of businesses, bringing together multiple parties
within an industry, primarily users and complementary parties. Here the authors argue that the
platform approach is particularly relevant to the research question of business performance in the
video industry. Industry convergence usually results in reconfiguration of a value chain, or even a
change from value chains to value networks [12,13]. Maintaining relationships with partners from
previous value chains is not sufficient for a firm to achieve success in a converging industry, but taking
a central position in a value network is critical for success [13]. In this sense, market competition in
a converging industry is transformed into pursuit of platform leadership, that is, the position of an
industry platform [14].

This paper makes two contributions. Firstly, by combining theoretical analysis with empirical
research, it helps to explain the complexity of industry convergence. The extant literature on industry
convergence generally uses concept frameworks and case studies [15–17], although a few quantitative
investigations have focused on measuring industry convergence [2,18]. The perspective of an industry
platform is useful to understand firm conduct in a converging industry [19,20], while the traditional
theoretical framework of industrial organization enables analysis of firm conduct in industries where
market boundaries are clear [21]. With this theoretical perspective, the paper analyzes two potential
industry platforms in China’s converging video industry, i.e., OTT (over the top) service providers
and cable operators. Further, it quantitatively explores performance determinants of the two types of
businesses in China.

Secondly, this paper contributes to an understanding of the concept of an industry platform.
The authors apply the concept in a specific context—China’s converging video industry. Regarding OTT
service providers and cable operators as potential industry platforms, this paper explores performance
determinants for the two types of players. The competition between OTT service providers and cable
operators is at its initial stage, with both trying to attract consumers to increase advertising revenues or
subscription fees. Therefore, this paper measures performance by revenues, instead of using indicators
like profitability. Specifically, the authors make a theoretical analysis of China’s OTT service providers
and cable operators, and establish empirical models to determine what factors contribute to platform
leadership in the era of digital convergence. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first empirical
work using the perspective of an industry platform.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a literature review, and hypotheses
are proposed in Section 3, Section 4 analyzes OTT service providers and cable operators; empirical
analysis is described in Section 5; and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Literature Review

The converging video industry is increasingly colonized by established traditional and Internet
intermediaries that compete for platform leadership, and become an ecosystem of innovation
in which third parties are encouraged to develop complementary products and services [22,23].
The digitalization of the video industry has blurred the traditional entry barriers. Not only small firms,
but also users, are able to reach unprecedentedly large audiences and have become popular content
creators, like YouTubers [24].

In a converging industry, cross-boundary offerings often require cooperation among
heterogeneous actors. A platform can act as an ecosystem aggregator capable of bringing together
complementary parties and facilitating their cooperation [20]. Further, pervasive digital technologies
have heightened the role of the platform and made it the central focus of market innovation [19,20].
To harness the convergence made possible by pervasive digital technologies, firms now innovate by
creating platforms rather than single products [19]. In fact, some firms have achieved a dominant
position in this converging market by providing a platform for market participants. Such a platform
is neither a product platform within an organization, nor a platform for a specific purpose, but an
industry platform that acts as the hub of a whole ecosystem of businesses [10,25].
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An industry platform can be a foundation technology or service essential for a broader,
interdependent ecosystem of businesses [22]. As a core module of an ecosystem, an industry platform
both provides the core functionality of an ecosystem and implicitly or explicitly establishes the rules of
the ecosystem that govern interactions between different parties [26]. Specifically, a platform owner
can regulate access through the platform and interactions around it through nuanced combinations
of legal, technological, informational, and other instruments [27]. Generally, an industry platform
can facilitate and coordinate interdependencies within and across multiple sets of actors [28,29].
The interdependencies can be interactions among the same group of agents, between different groups
of agents on the platform, or between the platform owner and agents on it.

In the first case, E-communities or social networking websites are types of platforms that can
facilitate interaction through electronic word of mouth (EWOM). Being aware of the increasing
importance and power of the demand side, some platform providers aim to exploit collective
intelligence and user innovation [30,31].

In the second case, a platform usually provides a two or multi-sided market where different
agents interact with each other [32]. A two/multi-sided market is characterized by cross-side network
effects [33,34]. The network effects arise when adding an additional participant to one side of a
two-sided market increases or decreases utility for participants on the other side [35]. A platform can
internalize cross-side network effects by aggregating a large network of both sellers and buyers and
providing matching and value-added services for the two parties [36]. As a result of its mediating role,
this type of platforms usually has the advantage of reducing transaction costs for both the demand side
and the supply side, as compared with other trade or interaction mechanisms, such as markets [37].
In this sense, a platform firm may manage a marketplace, and its mediating role partly replaces the
function of the market.

In the third case, an industry platform can transform and exploit its relationships with other
agents in a platform ecosystem. A platform owner can change the traditional linear value chain
into a triangular or multi-sided platform shape [32]. Platform owners have established “coopetitive”
relationships with supply-side users. On the one hand, platforms owners cooperate with supply-side
users to co-create value, and on the other hand, they become competitors for value capture. A platform
owner can also reshape its relationships with the demand side by allowing and enabling various
participation levels from end users [38].

The rapidly changing context is pushing managers to adapt their business models when
opportunities or threats arise in order to enter or survive [39,40]. With properly-designed business
models, a platform owner can exploit relationships with other agents in multiple ways. A platform
owner can enhance platform adoption by formalizing and institutionalizing its interaction with
supply-side or demand-side agents, such as logistical and financial infrastructure for supply-side users
and recommendations systems for end users. Further, a platform owner can move into a new market
by leveraging its installed base in an established market [41,42]. For example, Apple increased the
attractiveness of the iPhone by leveraging its installed base of iTunes, as iTunes consumers can use an
iTunes account to manage their iPhone and purchase applications, as well as music.

3. Hypotheses

3.1. Platform Participation and Engagement

The switchover from analog TV to digital TV facilitates the active behaviour of TV watchers [43].
With technologies like VOD and time-shift TV, watchers enjoy more freedom in content and time
selection [44]. However, China’s TV audience has remained content consumers to such an extent
that they neither create content nor interact with other viewers. This means that no direct network
effects exist among viewers of digital TV. Additionally, cable operators have not changed their business
models fundamentally. In the analog era, China’s cable operators relied on fees charged for basic and
premium channels. In the digital era, they still heavily depend on fees from customers rather than
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advertisers. Previous empirical research has demonstrated the positive linear relationship between the
performance of a cable operator and the number of its basic-tier or premium-tier subscribers in the
digital age [43] and the analog era [45,46]. Therefore, we postulate the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1a (H1a). The performance of a cable operator is positively correlated with the number of digital
TV subscribers.

Hypothesis 1b (H1b). The performance of a cable operator is positively correlated with the number of pay
TV subscribers.

In the digital era, cable operators can improve their service quality by means of deploying digital
technologies; specifically, digital technologies enable them to offer more channels at lower costs.
The availability of complementary products has a positive impact on the adoption of products or
services [9]. Content is complementary to service provided by a cable operator, which can benefit
from content variety [47]. In the context of China’s TV industry, adding channels can contribute to a
cable operator’s revenues in two ways. First, cable operators can raise the subscription prices after the
switchover to digital TV. It is common practice for China’s cable operators to raise subscription fees
when they offer more channels in a basic tier after the digital transition [43]. Second, cable operators can
expand their installed base with more channels offered. More channels may attract more subscriptions
from viewers who recognize value of diverse content. Therefore, we posit the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2 (H2). The performance of a cable operator is positively correlated with the number of
available channels.

Although most users can watch video programs for free on China’s OTT service providers, this
does not imply that the value of a user is zero. An OTT service provider needs to take into account
direct network effects between audiences, and cross-side network effects between audiences and
advertisers when calculating the value of an audience [48]. Direct network effects arise when adding
an additional viewer increases utility for other viewers. In this way, users can attract and retain more
users. Cross-side network effects arise when adding an additional viewer to one side of a platform
increases the utility for advertisers on the other side [49]. In this sense, additional viewers can attract
and retain more advertisers. Under direct or cross-network effects, the utility function for viewers or
advertisers usually takes a linear form of the number of viewers either in analytical models [49,50] or
empirical models [51,52]. The value of an online video (platform), which is the sum of utility for all
viewers and advertisers is, therefore, correlated with the square of the number of its viewers, according
to Metcalfe’s Law [53]. Thus, we posit the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3 (H3). The performance of an OTT service provider is positively correlated with the square of the
number of viewers.

It is platform engagement that represents the frequency of users’ interaction with a platform [54].
If user multi-homing behaviour is common, the number of active users on a platform is more important
than its installed base, and so platforms focus their competition on active users rather than registered
users. In the context of the video industry, users have changed their roles from viewers to participants
while the video industry itself is moving from broadcasting to connectivity [44]. In this way, indicators
of engagement are highlighted in the digital era. For example, fees for Internet advertising are based
more on indicators like page views than on the number of registered users. Therefore, we present the
following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4 (H4). The performance of an OTT service provider is positively correlated with the number of
page views.
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The users’ role is not restricted to platform participation, but can also be extended to platform
contribution and innovation [55]. Enabled by information technologies, users are not only viewers and
consumers, but also reviewers and producers in the interactive media industry [56]. User-generated
content (UGC) can be one of key components of the multi-sided platform strategies of an OTT service
provider. For example, US-based YouTube enjoys a self-producing, self-consuming cycle by focusing
on a UGC strategy [57]. UGC and short videos are particularly suitable for online platforms because
smaller screens reduce the risks of bad video quality and limited network capacity. Firms can, thus,
take advantage of users as producers and innovators from content creation and enhanced platform
participation [58]. Therefore, we present the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 5 (H5). The performance of an OTT service provider is positively correlated with the amount
of UGC.

Enabled by cloud computing, viewers can use their accounts to enjoy a seamless watching
experience across devices [59]. Meanwhile, China has, in recent years, witnessed an increasing
penetration of mobile devices, fuelled by decreasing costs for devices and bandwidth. Thus, it is both
convenient and affordable for China’s viewers to watch video on their mobile devices. This stimulates
two additional aspects of demand for content on OTT service providers. First, viewers who do not
have wired access to the Internet may find that video applications offered by OTT service providers
can fulfill their unsatisfied demand. Second, viewers whose content consumption demand cannot be
satisfied by desktop computers may regard mobile video as a complementary service. In the former
case, mobile availability of video programs can expand the installed base of an OTT service provider.
In the latter case, mobile availability can enhance platform engagement of an OTT service provider.
Therefore, we present the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 6 (H6). The performance of an OTT service provider is positively correlated with the proportion of
mobile users.

3.2. Interaction between the Demand Side and the Supply Side

A cable operator can be regarded as a platform mediating interactions between viewers and
channel providers. Cross-network effects exist between TV watchers and content providers [60].
Such effects can produce mutually-reinforcing positive feedback between the two sides [9,61], that
is, more viewers are likely to attract more channel providers, and more channels will draw more
subscribers. Recognizing cross-network effects, China’s cable operators try to internalize these
externalities between the two sides by properly pricing and improving customer services [43]. For
example, China’s cable operators usually give subscribers digital set-top boxes (STBs) for free to
increase the installed base, which helps to attract more channels, which in turn expands the size of
viewership. Thus, we present the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 7 (H7). The performance of a cable operator is positively correlated with the interaction term
between the number of digital subscribers and the number of available channels.

Based on the IT fusion view proposed by El Sawy [62], IT is not only immersed in, but also
fused with, the business environment. In this sense, content websites emphasize content-related and
IT-enabled social experience rather than the content itself [38]. This means that content websites
focus their business models on a hybrid between “content provider” and “social community”.
UGC represents a higher level of participation of users in an online social community. UGC publishers
are more likely to play the role of a group leader in an online community, having a significant impact
on the behaviour of community members, such as video watching or subscription [38]. An OTT service
provider can design an IT system to take advantage of the interaction between UGC and participation
and engagement of viewers and, in fact, UGC is one of the key components in the digital business
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strategies of China’s OTT service providers. To differentiate from traditional media, some of China’s
OTT service providers intentionally encourage UGC to increase platform participation and loyalty [63].
Therefore, we present the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 8a (H8a). The performance of an OTT service provider is positively correlated with the interaction
term between the amount of UGC and the number of viewers.

Hypothesis 8b (H8b). The performance of an OTT service provider is positively correlated with the interaction
term between the amount of UGC and the number of page views.

Our hypotheses are summarized in Figure 1.
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4. Analysis of China’s Cable Operators and OTT Service Providers

China’s video industry represents a large and growing sector determined by market forces
and remarkable regulation policies. In this respect, China’s video industry is undergoing digital
convergence, featuring the entry of OTT service providers and the transformation of the traditional
TV sector. The remarkable rise of China’s Internet video sector has dwarfed the slow growth of its
traditional TV sector, which consists of TV stations and network operators. From 2008 to 2016, China’s
OTT service sector registered an annual rise of 13.20% in the number of users [64]. Even so, the
traditional sector, which controls quality content and network access, still dominates the video market
in terms of advertising revenues and subscription fees. Thus, it is difficult to determine which players
will achieve leadership in the converging video industry.

4.1. Cable Operators

4.1.1. Overview

Cable TV has dominated China’s official transition to digital TV, since the State Administration of
Radio, Film, and TV (SARFT) has implemented a policy giving priority to digitalization of cable TV.
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Further, China’s government has implemented the policy of “Uniform Transition” for digital cable TV,
which has greatly accelerated the adoption of digital cable TV [43]. Thanks to the large size of audiences
prior to the digital transition, cable operators possessed a huge installed base of digital subscribers
after the transition. Digital convergence therefore offers a good opportunity for China’s cable operators
to provide value-added video services or even triple-play services; they regard digital TV transition as
an opportunity to transform themselves from administration-oriented to market-oriented players.

Subject to regulations by the SARFT, China’s cable operators are local monopolies controlled by
local governments at various levels. In comparison with China’s telecom operators which compete
in nationwide markets, China’s cable operators lack business resources and market experience [17].
A majority are short of the funds necessary to upgrade their cable networks from mono-directional
to bidirectional networks. Several cable operators that have accomplished network upgrades find
it difficult to challenge the position of telecom operators in local broadband or voice markets [43].
Therefore, a majority of China’s cable operators have concentrated their efforts on value-added video
services, like video-on-demand (VOD), rather than triple-play services.

In the digital era, cable operators earn revenues mainly from two sources: fees for digital TV access
and fees for value-added services. Since the transition from analog TV to digital TV, cable operators
have universally raised the prices for TV access, using the excuse of the higher cost of delivering digital
TV. Although value-added services have gradually enhanced their contribution to the total revenues
of cable operators since the digital transition, China’s cable operators still rely heavily on these access
fees. According to an annual financial report from Jiangsu Cable, the largest cable company in China,
digital access accounted for 71.1% of its revenues from individual customers in 2016, while broadband
service accounted for 16.9% and value-added service, like VOD, 12.0%, respectively.

4.1.2. Cable Operators as a Potential Industry Platform

With the digital transition, China’s cable operators have extended their role from a content
distributor to an intermediary between content/service providers and audiences. In the analog
era, China’s cable operators acted as a pipeline of content. They neither understood nor controlled
audience demand, as STBs were not introduced into the market until the digital switchover. In the
digital era, China’s cable operators have made efforts to transform themselves from a dumb pipeline
to a proactive platform.

On the demand side, China’s cable operators have paid more attention to customer services.
Some have established customer service institutions to improve customers’ experiences, including call
centers and community managers. Beyond traditional customer services, cable operators can make
use of digital technologies to interact with customers. STBs constitute a technology foundation in the
business ecosystem of a cable operator. On the one hand, cable operators can use STBs to precisely
control which customers have access to which services, so as to avoid the free-ride behavior that was
rampant in the analog era. On the other hand, usage data recorded by and stored in STBs better
allow cable operators to know about their demand. A cable operator can have detailed information
for each individual customer, and manage its customers and market its products more effectively
and efficiently.

On the supply side, China’s cable operators have tried to diversify content sources and provide
value-added services. In the digital era, they have offered an increasing number of free and premium
channels, such as high-definition TV channels. In addition to channels, cable operators provided free
and paid content, like films, that are accumulated by cable operators themselves. In this way, they have
changed their role from traditional content transmission to content aggregation. Cable operators also
attract customers with value-added services, comprising internal and external services. Cable operators,
themselves, can provide video value-added services such as VOD and time-shift TV, and they can
cooperate with third parties who offer services on their platforms. For example, Hangzhou Huashu,
a cable operator in Zhejiang Province, has cooperated with Alibaba—China’s largest electronic business
corporation—on digital TV-based electronic commerce.
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In a word, China’s cable operators, especially the larger ones, have gradually evolved into a
smart intermediary, not only between content providers and aggregators and audiences, but also
between service providers and end users. They make use of digital technologies to better coordinate
relationships between content/service providers and audiences. By leveraging the installed base of
digital TV and cooperating with third parties, they can even move into new markets.

4.2. OTT Service Providers

4.2.1. Overview

With the increasing penetration of broadband, China has, for years, witnessed a rising number of
Internet video viewers. The country registered 513.91 million online video viewers by the end of June
2016, accounting for 72.4% of its online population [64]. Among the 513.91 million online watchers,
85.7% of users chose to watch video on smart phones. Rich video content has also drawn audiences
from traditional media to OTT service providers, which are subject to less content regulation than
TV stations. The market of China’s OTT service providers is more concentrated than that of cable
operators. As a result of exclusive franchises granted by local governments, the market of China’s
cable operators features local monopoly and national fragmentation [65]. By contrast, China’s OTT
service providers have to compete with one another for a nationwide audience. The fierce competition
had eliminated more than 90% of China’s OTT service providers by 2012, with only twenty to thirty
surviving [63]. By 2013, each of the top 15 OTT service providers achieved a penetration level above
10%. The top three—Youku Tudou, Aqiyi PPS, and Tencent Video—had a penetration of 70.4%, 63.8%,
and 43.9%, respectively [63].

Despite the rapid growth and increasing concentration of China’s online video industry, however,
most OTT service providers have not yet made profits. The losses can be ascribed to their high costs
and limited sources of revenues. For one thing, China’s OTT service providers have to pay much
higher prices for bandwidth than their western counterparts [57]. At the same time, China’s OTT
service providers still rely heavily on advertising revenues, although they have tried to expand their
revenue sources. According to a report by iResearch, advertising revenues accounted for 55.2% in total
revenues of OTT service providers in the second quarter of 2016, while subscription fees reached 18.2%
and others sources, including copyright distribution and derivatives, reached 26.6%. Table 1 compares
China’s cable operators and OTT service providers.

Table 1. Comparison of China’s cable operators and OTT service providers.

Cable Operators OTT Service Providers

Orientation Both administrative and
market orientation Market orientation

Ownership and
control right

State owned, and controlled by
local governments

Most OTT service providers
privately owned

Market structure Fragmented in cities and counties, with
disconnected networks

Dozens of OTT service providers; less
than 20 with national influence

Content-related
business

Content transmission, aggregation and
value-added content services like VOD

Online content production,
aggregation and broadcasting

Major source of
revenues

Subscription fees, and revenues from
value-added digital TV services Advertising revenues

4.2.2. OTT Service Providers as a Potential Industry Platform

Online video platforms have designed IT-enabled demand-side strategies to turn their audience
into consumers, marketers, and producers, and this may give them competitive advantages over
traditional media in the converging video industry. By means of information technologies and
institutional arrangements, China’s leading OTT service providers have established an online
community. The online community embedded in an online video platform greatly magnifies audience
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interaction in terms of both depth and breadth [66]. The interaction includes real-time communication
among audience members, and audience members’ lagged reactions to messages from other members
or generated by the online video platform’s automated information system. A majority of China’s OTT
service providers collect data on audience behavior and opinion, and most of this data is intentionally
available to the public to stimulate user engagement and viewership. For example, Youku, one of
China’s leading OTT service providers, allows its audience members to interact on any specific content
they watch or interact with their friends in Youku’s online community. Furthermore, Youku users can
now connect their Youku accounts to other social media, such as QQ and Weibo, which makes it easier
to share information, recommendations, and opinions about videos through the members’ external
social networks. Some of China’s OTT service providers, such as 6Rooms and www.56.com, go further
in developing online communities by supporting social networking based on live online shows and
real-life videos created by individuals.

In addition to online communities, some of China’s video platforms encourage and support UGC,
for which the cost is much lower than for professionally-generated content (PGC). With the rise of
UGC, the boundary between consumers and producers is becoming blurred. www.tudou.com, for
example, which has the slogan “Everyone can be a director of life,” has always attached importance to
UGC. This firm has taken measures to increase the amount of UGC and improve its quality, including
training amateurs and connecting amateurs with professionals.

China’s OTT service providers are fulfilling the “anywhere” promise of video distribution.
This is a result of the combined effect of the proliferation of portable media devices and the mobile
apps launched by these OTT service providers. China’s leading OTT service providers have all
launched mobile apps, which have greatly facilitated the growth of the mobile Internet video market.
Mobile Internet audiences accounted for 91.80% of Internet video audiences in 2016. These leading
OTT service providers, such as Youku and Iqiyi, provide multi-screen and cross-platform services with
diverse features and high-quality experience. As a result, mobile users of OTT service providers can
enjoy seamless switching between multiple screens, and access abundant content specifically tailored
to portable devices. They also enjoy the convenience of content compatibility on different operating
systems like Android and iOS.

In addition to the multi-screen strategy, China’s OTT service providers have been making efforts
to diversify content sources, including UGC, PGC, content purchased from studios, and self-produced
content. Furthermore, Internet videos are more flexible than TV programs in terms of length and
format. For the purpose of linear broadcasting, TV programs are broadcast in fixed time slots in a
defined format. Online video content is not subject to time or format constraints, and this unleashes
the potential creativity of both individual amateurs and professional organizations.

China’s leading OTT service providers are different from players in the traditional TV sector in the
following two aspects. First, OTT service providers provide better matching services for viewers and
content suppliers than cable operators. The online video platforms provide several resources to help
users find content. Users can search with keywords, browse across channels, and check the top video
programs by channel. Once audience members have identified their favorite videos, they can examine
other videos identified as similar by the OTT service providers. Some leading OTT service providers
have given registered users tools to customize their home screens to render favored sources of content
immediately available. With the aforementioned matching services, online video platforms can satisfy
the heterogeneous needs of audiences better than traditional TV media. These heterogeneous needs,
in turn, greatly promote consumption of niche content and bring the benefit of the long-tail effect to
online video platforms.

Second, China’s leading OTT service providers have gradually become a combination of media
and social-community platforms. Consumers’ demand for content consumption and desire for social
experience complement each other [67]. Social experience in virtual communities can increase an
audience member’s interest in consuming more content, while content consumption can expand
the potential scope of social interactions. Some OTT service providers have devised strategies to

www.56.com
www.tudou.com
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explore and exploit synergy between the two types of sub-platforms. For instance, Ku6.com has now
repositioned itself as a video-based social networking site.

5. Empirical Analysis

5.1. Data and Variables

5.1.1. Cable Operators

China’s cable operators are invested in, and controlled by, governments at various levels, including
the provincial, city, and county levels [43]. This paper uses provincial-level cable operators as the
unit of empirical analysis due to data availability. Using this aggregate data can also be justified by
the fact that China’s cable operators have accomplished horizontal integration in many provinces, as
ordered by the SARFT, and city and county cable operators have become branches of provincial cable
operators. Here, the selected sample consists of 24 provincial cable operators, using data from 2007
to 2014 as the sample. The 24 provinces are Anhui, Fujian, Gansu, Guangdong, Guangxi, Guizhou,
Hainan, Hebei, Henan, Heilongjiang, Hubei, Hunan, Jilin, Jiangsu, Jiangxi, Liaoning, Inner Mongolia,
Ningxia, Shandong, Shanxi, Shaanxi, Sichuan, Yunnan, and Zhejiang. Provinces like Tibet are excluded
because the available data is incomplete. The chosen sample period is 2007 to 2014, because China
started the transition to digital TV in 2006. Data was collected from the China Statistics Yearbook,
China Social Statistics Yearbook, and China TV Rating Yearbook.

The dependent variable Netrevit denotes the revenues of the ith province’s cable operators in the
tth year. This variable captures the performance of China’s cable operators, whose revenues depend on
network service fees. The independent variable Digcovit and Paycovit measure the amount of digital TV
and pay TV subscribers respectively in the ith province in the tth year. Digcovit captures the installed
base of digital cable TV in the era of digital convergence, and Paycovit represents the installed base of
pay TV, including HDTV and VOD. The variable Numchanit measures the average number of basic
tier channels received by every household in the ith province in the tth year. It captures the feature of
program supply on the platform of cable operators. The study controls for region-specific characteristics
of cable operators. The control variable Netlenit denotes the total length of backbone cable networks
in the ith province in the tth year. Netlenit represents the supply of network infrastructure by cable
operators. The control variable Viewit denotes average TV watching minutes per day in the ith
province in the tth year, which captures the popularity of services provided by cable operators.
The control variable Broadpenit reflects household broadband penetration in the ith province in the tth
year. Broadpenit is included to capture the impact of Internet access on cable operators. Region dummies
are included as proxies of unobserved differences across provinces. Table 2 summarizes the statistics
and correlations of key variables, and lists data sources. Although the majority of the correlation
coefficients have moderate values, variance inflation factors (VIFs) were calculated for all the variables
and none of them was higher than 2. As values up to 10 are permitted [68], multicollinearity is not a
problem in this study.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics and correlations of variables for cable operators.

Mean SD Min Max 1 2 3 4 5 6 Sources

1. LnDigcov 14.47 0.98 11.08 16.49 1.00 1
2. Ln Paycov 11.65 2.12 3.91 14.91 0.68 1.00 1
3. LnNumchan 3.54 0.29 2.40 4.19 0.55 0.38 1.00 1
4. LnNetlen 11.37 0.98 7.68 13.03 0.54 0.58 0.08 1.00 1
5. Ln View 5.05 0.11 4.82 5.33 0.14 −0.06 0.03 0.28 1.00 2
6. Broadpen (%) 30.02 15.55 7.02 79.09 0.69 0.46 0.58 0.33 0.17 1.00 3

Sources: INFOBANK data base. 1: China Social Statistics Yearbook; 2: China TV Rating Yearbook; and 3: China
Statistics Yearbook.

Ku6.com
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5.1.2. OTT Service Providers

The number of China’s OTT service providers dropped from more than 300 in 2006 to around
20 in 2012 as a result of fierce competition [63]. This paper selects market incumbents from 2011 to
2014 as the sample, to represent viable OTT service providers and meet the purpose of this paper to
explore performance determinants. In light of data availability, the final data set includes annual data
on China’s 17OTT service providers: Youku Tudou, Iqiyi, Tencent Video, Sohu Video, LeTV, PPTV,
Xunlei Kankan, 360 Video, Sina Video, www.fun.tv, www.ku6.com, v.ifeng.com, www.baofeng.com,
www.56.com, v.163.com, CNTV, and www.joy.cn. According to statistics released by iResearch, the
17 OTT service providers accounted for 98.20% of the advertising revenues of China’s online video
sector in 2013. On average, each of these 17 OTT service providers covered 23.14% of China’s online
video audiences in 2013 [63]. The data on the OTT service providers was collected from three sources:
the annual reports of CNNIC on online video, the annual reports on online video released by iResearch
(www.iresearch.com) and Yiguan (www.Enfodesk.com).

The dependent variable Adrevi,t denotes annual advertising revenues of the ith video website
in the tth year. This variable describes the performance of China’s OTT service providers for the
following reasons. Less than 10% of China’s online video audience members had paid for Internet
video content by the end of 2013, and advertising revenues are the major source of revenues for China’s
OTT service providers [63]. Furthermore, China’s OTT service providers are undergoing a period of
market expansion, and most of them are still unprofitable. Profitability is, therefore, not a feasible
measure of the success of China’s OTT service providers.

The independent variable Coverage2
i,t measures the square of the installed base of the ith video

website in the tth year. The variable PVi,t denotes the average number of daily page views per viewer
on the ith video website in the tth year. The success of a platform can be driven by the installed base
or by the use of the platform [69]. In the context of China’s OTT service providers, the installed base
is represented by the variable Coverage2

i,t, and the variable PVi,t captures the use of a platform [69].
The variable UGCi,t measures whether or not the ith video website supports UGC uploading in the tth
year. The variable Mobilei,t measures whether or not the percentage of viewers using mobile devices
exceeds 25% of the total for the ith video website in the tth year. Mobilei,t is a dichotomous variable that
captures the effect of the ratio of an OTT service provider’s mobile viewership on advertising revenues.

The study controls for platform and sectoral characteristics. The control variable Agei,t measures
the number of years since the establishment of the ith OTT service provider by the tth year. The control
variable Internetpent measures the Internet penetration in the tth year. This paper controls for different
resources and capabilities that may affect performance by including website dummies as proxies for
unobserved differences. Table 3 summarizes the statistics and correlations of key variables.

The authors have checked for potential problems of multicollinearity by calculating the VIF.
Individual VIF values greater than 10 indicate a problem of multicollinearity [68], along with
average VIF values greater than six. Although some correlation coefficients have moderate values,
the individual VIF values (under 2.25) and the average VIF value (1.63) are at acceptable levels.
Consequently, no problems of multicollinearity exist.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics and correlations of variables for OTT service providers.

Mean SD Min Max 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. LnCoverage 8.79 0.69 7.17 10.25 1.00
2. LnPV 7.16 1.19 4.66 9.51 0.03 1.00
3. UGC 0.51 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.11 0.17 1.00
4. Mobile 0.55 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.54 −0.12 −0.02 1.00
5. Age 5.82 1.62 1 8 0.24 0.17 0.39 0.35 1.00
6. Internetpen (%) 42.06 3.09 38.30 45.80 0.52 −0.04 0.09 0.69 0.41 1.00

www.fun.tv
www.ku6.com
v.ifeng.com
www.baofeng.com
www.56.com
v.163.com
www.joy.cn
www.iresearch.com
www.Enfodesk.com
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5.2. Methodology

The data used are both cross-sectional and time series. The use of panel data helps to control for
potential sources of unobserved heterogeneity [70,71]. These data, however, often present problems of
heteroscedasticity and first-order autocorrelation [72,73]. Indeed, testing of our data for the models
for OTT service providers(O) and cable operators(C) revealed both heteroscedasticity (Wald tests: (O)
chi2(17) = 1.9 × 105, p > 0.00; (C) chi2(24) = 10,583.8, p > 0.00) and autocorrelation errors (Wooldridge
tests: (O) F(1, 16) = 41.09, p > 0.0154; (C) F(1, 23) = 17.93, p > 0.0027). Heteroscedasticity and
autocorrelation problems violate conventional suppositions for analysis with ordinary least squares
and cause the estimations to be biased. To address these problems, panel-correlated standard errors
(PCSE) can be useful [74]. Thus, the PCSE method was employed in this study to estimate the models.

It is also necessary to test whether or not the models have individual effects (both cross-section and
period). As shown in Tables 4 and 5, the results of redundant fixed effect tests reject the null hypothesis
that the cross-section effects are zero, and accept the null hypothesis that the period effects are zero.
There is then a choice between the fixed effect models and the random effect models. Low probabilities
of the Hausman test for all six models indicate that the null hypothesis that random effects are more
appropriate should be rejected. Finally, all six models are estimated with entity-specific fixed effects.

Table 4. Regression results of cable operators.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Digcov 0.208 ***
(8.883)

−0.172 ***
(−1.911)

Paycov 0.084 ***
(6.407)

0.092 ***
(7.460)

Numchan 0.104 **
(2.220)

−1.568 ***
(−4.166)

Netlen 0.064
(−1.197)

−0.060
(−1.197)

−0.038
(−0.877)

View 0.147 *
(−2.121)

−0.250 **
(−2.121)

−0.471 ***
(−2.974)

Broadpen 0.798 ***
(6.194)

0.263 ***
(6.194)

0.235 ***
(5.071)

Numchan × Digcov 0.113 ***
(4.458)

Regional dummies Yes Yes Yes

R2 adjusted 0.942 0.961 0.963

Redundant Fixed Effects Tests
Cross-section F (Prob.)

58.091
(0.000)

36.016
(0.000)

43.010
(0.000)

Period F (Prob.) 3.458
(0.052)

2.179
(0.060)

2.034
(0.078)

Hausman test prob. 0.001 0.001 0.000

Notes: *, **, *** represents significant levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively, and the value in the parenthesis
represents t statistics.
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Table 5. Regression results for OTT service providers.

Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

Coverage2 0.095 ***
(6.965)

0.118 **
(3.690)

PV −0.227 ***
(−4.622)

−0.198 **
(−2.667)

UGC 0.299 ***
(13.347)

−4.486 ***
(−3.248)

Mobile 0.561 ***
(22.011)

0.498 ***
(15.203)

UGC × Coverage 0.516 **
(2.599)

UGC × PV −0.048
(−0.500)

Age 1.104 ***
(11.498)

0.870 ***
(6.633)

1.035 ***
(5.054)

Internetpen 0.333 **
(8.885)

0.437 *
(1.883)

−0.484
(−0.763)

Website Dummies Yes Yes Yes

R2 adjusted 0.586 0.896 0.898

Redundant Fixed Effects Tests
Cross-section F (Prob.)

59.291
(0.000)

30.266
(0.000)

10.157
(0.000)

Period F (Prob.) 7.218
(0.058)

3.421
(0.082)

2.917
(0.063)

Hausman test prob. 0.000 0.000 0.000

Notes: *, **, *** represents significant levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively, and the value in the parenthesis
represents t statistics.

5.3. Results

5.3.1. Cable Operators

The regression results for cable operators are given in Table 4. Model 1 is a baseline model,
including all the control variables. Model 2 includes all the independent variables to test hypotheses
H1a, H1b, and H2. Model 3 adds an interaction term to test H7. For control variables, Broadpen is
significantly positively correlated with Netrev, which means that revenues from cable network
operation increases with broadband penetration. The coefficient of View is significant and positive.
This indicates that viewers’ TV watching time exerts a positive impact on cable operators’ revenues.
The control variable Netlen has an insignificantly negative impact on Netrev.

In Model 2, Digcov has a significant and positive impact on Netrev. This means that revenues
from network operation increase when more households subscribe to digital TV services, which
is in line with previous empirical findings [43]. Paycov has a significantly positive, but relatively
small, impact on revenues from network operation. It shows a minor role played by pay TV in
revenue contribution. The impact of Numchan is significantly positive. In fact, Chinese audiences
perceive the larger number of channels as one of the major benefits of the transition to digital TV [43].
Consequently, Hypotheses H1a, H1b, and H2 are supported. In Model 3, the coefficient of interaction
term Numchan × Digcov is significant and positive. It demonstrates that the amount of TV channels
and digital TV coverage may be complementary in terms of revenue contribution, thus supporting H7.
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5.3.2. OTT Service Providers

The regression results for OTT service providers are given in Table 5. Model 4 is a baseline model,
including all the control variables. Model 5 includes all the independent variables to test hypotheses
H3, H4, H5, and H6. Model 6 adds interaction terms to test H8a and H8b. The signs of the control
variables are in line with the authors’ expectations. The positive sign of Age demonstrates that staying
in the market longer can lead to better performance in China’s online video industry. The positive sign
of Internetpen indicates that OTT service providers, as a whole, benefit from the rising penetration of
the Internet in the country.

In Model 5, the results show that Coverage2 has a significant and positive impact on the
performance of OTT service providers. It demonstrates the existence of network effects in China’s
online video platforms. The impact of PV on advertising revenues is significantly negative. Actually,
PV can produce opposite effects. On one hand, the larger the number of page views, the more
advertisers are willing to pay. On the other hand, the higher the views, the more experienced viewers
become, which may lead to advertisement avoidance, for example, through advertisement blocking
apps [75]. UGC has a significantly positive impact on advertising revenues. This highlights the function
of UGC for OTT service providers, which generally lack content in comparison with the traditional TV
sector [76]. Consequently, H3 and H5 are supported, and H4 is not supported. The impact of Mobile
on advertising revenues is significantly positive, thus supporting H6. In Model 6, the coefficient of
the interaction between UGC and Coverage is significant and positive. It may indicate that UGC and
Coverage are complementary, thus supporting H8a. The coefficient of the interaction between UGC and
PV is negative and insignificant, thus, not supporting H8b.

5.4. Discussion

The installed base (Coverage2 for OTT service providers and Digcov for cable operators) plays an
important role in the performance of both OTT service providers and cable operators. This confirms
previous findings that the installed base can be a resource of competitive advantage in the video
industry [14]. However, the role of viewers is different between China’s OTT service providers and
cable operators. Digital cable TV has allowed viewers to have more freedom to watch TV, that is,
to choose any content at any time. Beyond such freedom, online platforms allow and encourage
interaction among viewers. The impact of Coverage2 on the performance of OTT service providers
demonstrates that online platforms can benefit from interaction on the demand side. In this way,
online platforms provide viewers with the social experience of content consumption based on virtual
communities. Further, OTT service providers can create and capture new value by designing a business
model to exploit the emerging demand-side linkage. This finding verifies that firms should attach
importance to customer-related resources and capabilities when designing digital business strategies
in the era of digital convergence [38].

On a multi-sided platform, the number of users may have a positive impact on value for
advertisers. However, emerging papers claim to open the black box of an installed base [9,53]. Thus, it
is important to analyze different characteristics of the installed base, such as use [69]. For OTT service
providers, the significant negative effect of PV on performance confirms that not only the number of
users, but also their behaviour, is important. This is coherent with recent insights into the negative
attitudes of youngsters towards Internet advertising [75]. In addition, the authors argue that how
a platform is used is as important as the time length of platform use. UGC, which can actually be
regarded as a form of platform engagement and contribution, produces a significant and positive
impact. Paycov, which includes interactive TV and, therefore, can be partially regarded as a form of
platform engagement in the traditional TV sector, is proved to have a positive impact on performance.
The above findings imply that both OTT service providers and cable operators should spare no efforts
to promote new-type platform use in the future.

The significant positive impact of Numchan on the performance of cable operators demonstrates
that quality improvement on the supply side of a platform can contribute to platform performance.
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The digital switchover has enabled cable operators to provide better service and quality content for
viewers. Quality content is one of the advantages of China’s traditional TV sector over OTT service
providers. The traditional sector should therefore give full play to its quality content or service,
allowing viewers to watch their favourite content anytime, anywhere. For example, China’s cable
operators should launch online streaming video to meet viewer demand, as US-based Comcast has
offered Xfinity Apps.

The significantly positive impact of Mobile on the advertising revenues of OTT service providers
demonstrates that the multi-screen strategy is effective in China’s converging video industry.
This finding supports previous insights that a seamless viewing experience can create value for
viewers and advertisers in the era of digital convergence [16]. The multi-screen strategy enables OTT
service providers to consolidate their customer relationships and to better act as intermediary among
content providers, audiences, and advertisers. With the rising penetration of mobile devices in China,
the authors speculate that the multi-screen strategy will play an increasingly important role in the era
of digital convergence.

The role of interaction terms is different across players. The significantly positive impact
of UGC × Coverage may highlight the complementary interaction between UGC and viewership.
With more UGC, a video website not only can solve the problem of content scarcity, but also improve
its performance without expanding the size of its installed base. UGC is especially important for
China’s OTT service providers to attract and retain viewers. These OTT service providers lack the
resources and capabilities to produce or purchase professional content. UGC helps the online platforms
to turn some consumers into producers. Multiple roles (viewers, producer, reviewer, and curator)
can produce positive feedback and the online platform can take advantage. The positive impact
of the interaction term of cable operators may demonstrate that cable operators can benefit from
coordination between the demand side and the supply side. China’s digital switchover has coincided
with increase in the penetration of digital cable TV and the number of average channels received
by digital TV. This shows that cable operators, as platform owners, have successfully enhanced the
platform adoption by the two sides. However, the growth has gradually slowed as the market has
become saturated. This means that China’s cable operators will need to move their business focus from
user scale to contribution per user. This result suggests some further implication for recent research on
the weaknesses of traditional TV firms attempting to exploit cross-side externalities between content
and viewers [14].

6. Conclusions and Implications

This paper explores the determinants of firm performance in China’s video industry in the era
of digital convergence. Adopting the perspective of an industry platform, this paper theoretically
analyzes two potential industry platforms in the industry—cable operators and OTT service providers.
In this way, we contribute to the understanding of industry platforms in a specific context. Further,
this paper empirically investigates what factors have impacts on the performance of the two market
players. We contribute to the literature on convergence by explaining different key factors besides
installed base. In this respect, we show that the users are taking a more active role and it is becoming
critical for platform owners to strategically manage the interactions with them.

This research has managerial implications for firms in converging industries. Industry
convergence is turning related industries into an ecosystem of businesses [77], where an industry
platform can play a core role. This paper highlights the role of both the installed base and platform
engagement for any firm that desires to become an industry platform. Drawing experience from players
in China’s converging video industry, firms can facilitate platform use by leveraging innovations by
complementary parties or establishing a social community of end users. For players in the video
industry, digital technologies not only represent the upgrade from analog video to digital video, but
also enable firms to redesign their business models to co-create value with their partners. Firms with the
ability to explore and exploit interdependence within the ecosystem may have competitive advantage
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in the era of digital convergence. In this sense, OTT service providers seem to have the capability
of facilitating and managing close relationships among a large number of users. Meanwhile, cable
operators are starting to find complementarities between agents on their platforms.

The findings of this paper also have implications for the regulators of converging industries.
The strategy of a platform owner may have regulatory implications in the following two ways. First,
the strategy may be subject to regulation, including the pricing and M and A strategies of a platform
owner [23]. Second, a platform owner can act as a regulator of its platform ecosystem via information,
contractual and technical instruments [27]. The strategies of a platform owner may have a direct
regulatory effect within its ecosystem. For example, platform openness is one of important decisions
for a platform owner, and it is not only a strategic decision but also a regulatory policy. How to
coordinate internal regulation with external regulation poses a challenge for regulators. The findings
regarding performance determinants could help regulators develop a normative framework to enhance
the ability of different types of agents to exploit the potential of digital technologies. For example,
Chinese regulators may develop norms that help traditional firms interact more easily with viewers.
Furthermore, it is the regulators’ responsibility to create a level playing field for both entrants and
incumbents and to identify the emergence of an industry platform. China’s OTT service providers, as
new market entrants, are subject to more relaxed regulations on both content and business operation
than firms in the traditional TV sector. With heterogeneous and substitutable solutions, the OTT service
providers have risen as a potential industry platform. An industry platform that possesses a hub
position in an ecosystem of businesses, however, actually deserves more attention and supervision
from regulators.

This paper has some limitations that may inspire future research. First, the data used in this
paper are limited to the beginning of industry convergence. Future research could analyze the
evolution of the drivers and the performance at a more mature stage of industry convergence. Second,
this paper explores the research question in the context of China’s video industry. Theoretical and
empirical research on the determinants of business performance in the era of digital convergence in
different countries may provide valuable findings on how cultural and institutional characteristics
may moderate their effects and add new drivers. Third, the performance of OTT service providers or
cable operators is also influenced by external factors such as the legal framework, regulatory policies,
and market structure. Future research can probe these factors independently or investigate how these
factors interact with the demand or supply side of these potential industry platforms. Fourth, the
power of an industry platform lies in the fact that it can facilitate value co-creation and coordinate
value capture. This paper has not yet empirically explored the issue of value co-creation and capture.
Along these lines, adding variables representing cooperation and competition could deepen our
understanding of value co-creation and capture in the era of digital convergence.
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